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3 OVERVALUED MOMENTUM STOCKS
YOU PROBABLY DON’T WANT
TO OWN ANYMORE
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By Bruce Kaser, Chief Analyst, Cabot Undervalued Stocks Advisor and Cabot Turnaround Letter

The economy is booming as pandemic-weary consumers emerge to splurge on clothing, dining, travel, 
entertainment and seemingly just about everything. In anticipation, investors have driven up the price of 
these companies’ shares. These have become the new momentum stocks. Many of the traditional 
momentum groups, like social media, cloud computing, biotech and other pandemic favorites, have 
fallen hard.

While not immediately obvious, some skills used by value investors can help boost the profits of 
momentum investors. 

We often say that there are three drivers of stock prices: valuation, fundamentals, and relative strength. 
Value investors focus on valuation and fundamentals, with little emphasis on how the stock is behaving 
(its relative strength). Momentum investing is almost the exact opposite – focusing almost exclusively on 
the movement of the stock price with little to no consideration of valuation. As long as the stock is 
moving up, momentum investors are along for the ride. 

However, with the “pandemic trade” shifting toward economic recovery stocks, investors want to be wary 
of some of the strongest momentum stocks, which have been bid up to extreme valuations. It can be 
easy (and profitable) to ride these stocks upward as they surge, but the more extreme the valuation, the 
faster and harder they can fall when the future isn’t quite as rosy as expected. 

The primary risk in momentum investing is that a negative change in the fundamentals, even if seemingly 
minor, can drive off investors. With no valuation or fundamental support, and momentum investors 
bailing out, fresh buyers become scarce, and the stock price can drop significantly. 

So, you want to be wary of momentum stocks whose extreme valuations make them particularly 
vulnerable to sharp downturns. Current shareholders may find that locking in profits, even at the risk of 
seeing the stock continue to run, may make sense. And potential new shareholders may want to look 
elsewhere for earlier-stage momentum stocks. Listed below are three overvalued momentum stocks that 
investors may not want to own anymore:

1. AMC Entertainment (AMC) – As one of the world’s largest movie theater companies, with over 6,700 
screens in the United States and Europe, AMC Entertainment narrowly escaped bankruptcy during the 
pandemic when revenues collapsed to essentially zero. While customers are returning to the theaters to 
watch new hits like Godzilla vs. Kong and a remarkable upcoming slate including Top Gun: Maverick, No 
Time to Die (James Bond) and Black Widow, the company’s financial position is unsustainable. Its $5.5 
billion debt burden remains nearly unchanged from a year ago even as the company has aggressively 
sold a third of its theaters, slashed expenses and raised new equity in a valiant effort to survive. 
Unfortunately, its vast and on-going cash outflow (over $300 million in the most recent quarter) and 
heavy shareholder dilution will likely leave investors with little value.
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2. Boot Barn (BOOT) – Boot Barn is an impressive company, growing from a family run storefront to over 200 
stores across 33 states that sell western wear including boots, jeans, shirts, and a wide range of related 
accessories. As the economy continues to open, customers are buying more of these high-demand products. But 
investors appear to be overly excited about Boot Barn’s prospects. While we recognize the company’s growth 
prospects, we also have seen its share price surge more than 65% year-to-date to well-above its pre-pandemic 
peak. At 31x next year’s optimistic earnings, Boot Barn shares are discounting a prosperous future that doesn’t 
appear warranted by its 10% sales growth or its thin margins.

3. Wingstop (WING) – This company owns and operates over 1,500 Wingstop restaurants that feature “made-to-
crave wings and sides.” It has an impressive array of desirable traits: trendy and tasty fare, rapid growth, strong 
cash flow generation and a wildly successful stock that has surged 6x since its IPO in 2015 at $19. And, with newly 
confident consumers headed back to restaurants, Wingstop seems like a clear beneficiary of the re-opening. All of 
these make the stock appear very attractive to momentum investors looking to join the party. However, trading at 
47x estimated EBITDA for 2023, nearly two years away, the shares appear to fully-discount its future prospects. 
Also, the company carries a heavy debt load of $466 million, nearly 4x this optimistic EBITDA. With such high 
expectations, there is little room for disappointment.




